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Nesting

Nestfab saves you time and money, while using your material more effectively - you have full control over nesting
settings such as part quantities, sheet sizes and part rotation to meet the demands of any cutting technologies
and materials. Finding excellent nests quickly and continuously looking for improvements for outstanding material
usage, watch as Nestfab makes saving after saving off your bottom line. Favouring repeated nests where possible
can dramatically reduce programming time while utilising common cuts can reduce the cutting time.
Nestfab is a simple to use, extremely effective nesting product that uses industry standard Computer Aided Design
(CAD) formats to easily slot into any tool chain and workflow.

Nestfab Features
Powerful Nesting: Full control over nesting settings such
as part quantities, sheet size and part rotation to meet
the demands of any cutting technologies and materials
Interactive CAD Importer: As multiple parts are
identified from one CAD file there is no need to split
out your parts into multiple CAD files. Take full control
over which layers and colours should be ignored or
imported and their purpose for nesting (e.g. nesting
outline or information to attach), the importer quickly
checks that imported parts match the original drawing
with linked previews (original on the left, imported on
the right). Not forgetting that industry standard CAD
formats are supported up to the very latest versions
Export Nests: Save nested layouts to industry standard
CAD formats, with a huge selection of export options,
for maximum compatibility with your existing workflows
and tool chains

Printed Reports: Print out a variety of nesting reports to
assist your production team before and after cutting. By
using the detailed nesting report for easier identification
of parts after nests have been cut, you’ll speed up the
picking of parts by up to 40%
Workflow Automation: Export a list of your parts from
your planning system as a CSV file and Nestfab will
import all of these for you in one operation. XML and
CSV based integrations are available via commandline for seamless integration with other systems and
workflows
Modern User Interface: Nestfab makes it easier and
quicker to set up your nesting projects than any other
nesting software. Nestfab have designed everything to
be clean, modern and above everything else very easy
to use
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